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The perturbation of azimuthal 01-e correlations by many-body Coulomb
interactions with other emitted particles is investigated. Individual emissions
are simulated by modeling instantaneous emission from the surface of a hot ro-
tating gas. Upon emission, the particle trajectories are calculated by means of
classical calculations which  incorporate the many-body Coulomb interaction
between the emitted particles and the emitting source. For high-multiplicity
events, the initial azimuthal correlation between emitted e-particles can be
attenuated by final-state Coulomb interactions. The effect is most pronounced
for e-particles emitted close to the barrier, but it appears of minor importance
for e-particles emitted at large relative angles and at energies well  above the
Coulomb barrier..
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I. INTRODUCTIOiV

Particles emitted in intermediate-energy (E/A M 20 - 200MeV) heavy-ion collisions
are known to exhibit strong azimuthal anisotropies [l-18]. These anisotropies are gener-
ally associated with a collective velocity component of the emitted particles with respect to
the orientation of the entrance channel reaction plane (defined as the plane perpendicular
to the entrance channel orbital angular momentum vector of relative motion). At lower
incident energies (E/A < 100MeV) and intermediate impact parameters, the attractive
mean field induces collective velocity components which often resemble a rotational motion
[l-3,5,6] with a characteristic “V-shaped” azimuthal correlation between the emitted parti-
cles [l-4,8-17].  At higher incident energies, the collective motion is dominated by a strong
sidewards directed flow caused by the repulsive forces from the pressure in the overlap zone
between projectile and target [19-251.  For such emissions, the azimuthal correlations be-
tween particles of comparable rapidity are sideways peaked with a maximum at Ad  = 0”.
Often these two types of collective motion coexist [8,10,16-181.  Some additional distortions
of the idealized azimuthal anisotropies reflecting only thermal and collective velocity compo-
nents can arise from final state interactions such as the sequential decay of primary reaction
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